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The Ethernet/IP™ Class1 Communications Module for Ignition™
provides I/O Scanning and I/O Emulation on top of an emulation of a
Logix™ processor’s Controller Tags and User-Defined data types.
Producer/Consumer Tags and Scripted Data Handling and Messaging are
supported.
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Overview
The Ethernet/IP Class1 Communications Suite Module enables Inductive Automation’s Ignition
platform to communicate with Allen-Bradley and compatible ethernet devices, including processors and
I/O modules, with their robust UDP packet protocols.
Base Module Features
All of the functions of the base version of the module are passive, requiring all connections and
messages to originate in an external device, typically a Logix™ PLC or other PLC with Ethernet/IP
Scanner support. Ignition appears to be an I/O chassis, with instances of the driver showing up as one or
more I/O modules. These virtual I/O modules can also mimic a Logix PLC by responding to tag data
read/write message requests from other systems, including HMIs.

Figure 1: Base System Network Layout
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The base version of the module, shown above in Figure 1, provides the following features:
• Implements generic CIP messaging as a server (listener) per ODVA’s CIP specification, v3.19,
and Ethernet/IP specification, v1.20.
• Implements a virtual CIP chassis allowing up to one hundred (100) driver instances per Ignition
server, each in a specified slot. Although an IP address can only be attached to one driver
instance, backplane message routing makes all instances reachable from any listening IP address.
• Emulates Allen-Bradley Logix data types and data tables (tags) as described in the Logix Data
Access manual, accepting CIP data table read and data table write messages from Logix
processors. Each driver instance has its own collection of data types and tag names, just like
separate Logix processors in a single chassis. As a convenience, a real Logix processor’s project
file, exported in L5X format, may be imported to a driver instance to set up the same data types
and tags, including initial values for most types. While not specified, this emulation is expected
to be compatible with third party products’ Logix drivers, including various industrial HMIs, and
is compatible with Ignition’s own Logix v21 driver.
• Implements user-configurable I/O targets (aka assemblies and connection points) that are
compatible with Allen-Bradley’s generic ETHERNET-MODULE and ETHERNET-BRIDGE
devices in a Logix controller’s I/O configuration. These assemblies may reference any other data
in the driver instance as scatter/gather member items. While only one Logix processor may own
an assembly as an output connection point in a driver instance, multiple processors may output to
different assemblies in the same driver instance, and may input from any configured assembly.
• Exposes all tag data and most CIP object data in each driver instance to Ignition’s OPC/UA
server, with browsing support. Standard Logix tag names, subscripts, structure element names,
and bit numbers may be used in OPC item paths, with special syntax for CIP object classes,
instances, and attributes. Keywords are provided for accessing arrays of bytes as ASCIZ or UTF8
strings, and arrays of 16bit integers as UTF16 strings, along with support for standard Logix
STRING data.
• Allows all appropriately-sized emulated tags to produce to any Logix controller configured to
consume them. No consumer or RPI limits are enforced, other than the performance of the
Ignition server. Data types and tag sizes don’t actually have to match—buffers will be silently
truncated or zero-padded for the originator.
• Processes user-defined jython code for a variety of communication and data handling events,
including events for OPC subscriptions. Each virtual device has its own code. These code
modules are exposed via system.cip.* scripting functions for integration with gateway scripts,
both shared and per-project. Ad-hoc CIP messages can be constructed and sent to the virtual
modules and the replies retrieved, even from client/designer scope.
• Provides an “I/O Momentary Button” with reliable turn-off in case of Vision client UI failure or
client-gateway communication disruption. It is designed to emulate physical Normally-Open or
Normally-Closed pushbuttons attached to a Remote I/O chassis. This component bypasses the
SQLTags infrastructure to set/unset the appropriate boolean in a virtual device’s tag data
structures.
Support for PLC-5 and SLC-500 messaging types is planned for a future release.
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Premium Module Features
Originator functionality is enabled for individual driver instances using premium feature codes during
configuration. With this functionality, configured local IP addresses can initiate communications, both
request/reply and I/O type connections.

Figure 2: Premium Features Network Additions

The premium version of the module, show in Figure 2, adds the following specific features:
• A unique originator 32bit serial number for the driver instance, as required by the CIP
specification. The module identifies itself with Automation Professionals’ registered ODVA
vendor number, 1311.
• I/O module scanning through an outgoing IP address, including support for connection paths
through other Ethernet/IP bridges. Other IP addresses (beyond the feature limit) will still be
listeners with base functionality.
• Support for consuming tags from Logix controllers that are configured to produce them. Data
types do not need to match, but total tag size must match.
• Ad-hoc CIP messages can be sent to and replies received from any real CIP device reachable
from any outgoing IP address.
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Driver Settings
Each driver instance functions as a virtual I/O module and virtual Logix processor in one or more of the
100 allowed slots on a virtual backplane. When the module is installed, it adds two OPC drivers to the
list of available Ignition drivers: “Ethernet/IP Class1 Host Device” and “Ethernet/IP Class1 Target
Device”. The “Host Device” only occupies one slot, and offers local IP address settings and feature
codes for premium functionality. The “Target Device” occupies multiples slots with a shared
configuration, but only supports listener features.
The settings page, presented when creating a driver instance and when selecting “edit” for an existing
instance, primarily defines the behavior of the Port Manager shown in Figure 17 in the Functional
Description section. At a minimum, you must supply a device name, a slot number (or numbers), and a
serial number. All of these must be unique in the server.
Local Listening IP Addresses
In a Host Device, the “Local Addresses” setting is
responsible for creating the “Ethernet/IP Port #2” and
above shown in the Port Manager of Figure 17. The IP
addresses supplied here must be local IP addresses of the
server. These are NOT the addresses of external devices.
DNS host names may be used instead of IP addresses in
this setting, but they must resolve to real IP addresses
when the device is started. Only one driver instance can
claim any specific IP address. Use backplane slot
addressing to reach other driver instances from the slot
that has the IP address assigned. Leave this setting blank
in such driver instances.

Figure 3: Device Settings

Backup Listening IP Addresses
In a redundant pair of Ignition Gateways, the listening addresses must be different. The master gateway
will use the addresses above, in the Local Addresses field. The backup gateway will use the addresses in
this setting, which must have the same number of entries as Local Addresses. Ignored if not a redundant
setup.
Feature Codes
In a Host Device, the “Feature Code” setting is a block of encrypted text that unlocks extra features for
the driver instance. Feature codes supply a unique serial number and are tied to an Ignition license key.
The license key may be a module-specific key in Ignition version 7.9 and above. In a redundant server
pair, both servers’ license keys must be listed in the feature code for backup handoff to work properly.
Without a feature code, the driver instance is passive, listening to its IP addresses and its backplane port
for requests, establishing connections only as requested. With a feature code, the I/O Scanning Manager
may connect through Port #2 to I/O Modules on that subnet. (Some feature codes may allow the use of
Port #3 or higher.)
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Driver Configuration
After a driver instance is created, with name, slot, serial,
addresses, and features, its Configuration page is used to
set up the rest. The balance of the configuration contains
the data types and tags the Logix emulation offers, the
assembly connection points and their scatter/gather
members, and the I/O modules to scan. In contains all of
the data values the module should start with. It is stored
internally as compressed XML in the internal database.
Figure 4: Config Summary
For a Target Device, and a Host Device when disabled, only the summary data and the XML
import/export section are available on the configuration page, as shown in Figure 4. The summary data
displays the Port Manager details that are in effect from the settings, and shows a Host Device’s feature
code as decoded, if present. The example feature code shown raw in Figure 3 and shown decoded in
Figure 4 doesn’t match the server it is installed in, so the features themselves are shown as “Trial”.
Default Configuration
When either a Host or Target device is first created, it is
populated with sample data types, tags, and assemblies that
allow each to immediately communicate with an external
PLC’s I/O scanner as a generic device. The corresponding
module settings for an Allen-Bradley Logix processor are
shown in Figure 5.
The first 8 bytes of output data is echoed back to the PLC
without change. The balance of the input data block is
populated with counters and bit patterns derived from them.
See the Jython code included in the sample configuration for Figure 5: Sample Configuration Connection
details on the generated data.
The sample configuration for a Host Device also contains a scanner module suitable for use with another
server’s sample devices, as an example of Active I/O Scanning. Adjust its target IP address and enable it
if you wish to experiment.
Configuration XML Format
The XML format described above is based on a simplified form of the Logix L5X file format, with
additional sections for non-Logix features. The “Import XML” operation accepts both the condensed
format or an existing Logix Processor’s .L5X files (without encoded Add-On-Instructions). The import
process will identify data types, controller tags, and I/O modules, and reduce the XML to just the
supported functionality.
Unfortunately, the L5X file format does not include all necessary details about its I/O modules. After
importing from an L5X, the EDS files for the I/O devices will be needed to create working I/O slaves.
See the section on Interpreting EDS Files below.
The Import XML operation completely replaces the previous configuration. If a merged configuration is
needed, cut-and-paste the necessary XML pieces together. The condensed XML format is organized to
be much more readable than an L5X, to help with cutting and pasting.
Runtime Configuration
When a “Host Device” instance is enabled in the settings page, additional configuration page sections
are displayed. All of these additional sections display and offer editing of the running driver instance.
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Changes take immediate effect in the server, but are not saved in the startup configuration. When all of
the configuration items are working as desired, and data values suit, use the “Save Running XML”
button to create an XML snapshot and place it in the internal database. This is equivalent to using the
“Export Running XML” link to save to a file, then importing that file.
When a “Target Device” instance is enabled in the settings page, the “Save Running XML” will save the
live data from just the first specified slot to be the startup data for all slots. If unique startup data is
needed for An XML file created and edited in a “Host Device” can be loaded in a “Target Device”
(unsupported features will be ignored).
Logix DataType Emulation
The first runtime configuration section lists all user-defined and I/O defined data types used throughout
the rest of the configuration. System-defined datatypes corresponding to a LogixV20 processor are
preloaded into the emulation and are not displayed. See the “Lgx Type Manager” class object’s instance
list in the OPC browser or Quick Client for more details on the pre-defined types.
While a Logix processor keeps track of the difference between User-defined data types, types from AddOn Instructions, and Module-defined data types, they are exposed to the world in one big list of
definitions, so this emulation treats them the same. When parsing an L5X that has I/O or AOI data
types, they are added to the user-defined list within the emulation, and become fully editable. (Note: an
L5X file does not always contain complete information about I/O data types—manually check for
alignment and bit placement.)
The data type editor within the gateway configuration editor uses the same syntax for member fields as
the Logix L5K file format, but without support for member description, visibility, or access control.
Each line defining a member may have one of these forms:
1) datatype membername
2) datatype membername [ dimension ]
3) BIT membername hostmembername : bitnumber
The datatype in forms #1 or #2 must be one of the intrinsic types (DINT, INT, SINT, REAL, LINT,
LREAL, DWORD), a predefined structure type, or a different datatype that doesn’t depend on the
current type (no circular references).
The hostmembername in form #3 must be an intrinsic type elsewhere in the same member list, and the
bit number must fit within it.
The Logix V20 rules for padding and alignment of mixed-sized members are applied. The system will
preserve the case of member and datatype names but is not otherwise case-sensitive. These names must
follow Logix rules for identifiers, basically allowing just alphanumerics, underscores, and colons. To
avoid possible compatibility problems, only use colons in I/O type names. Consider replacing colons
with underscores to improve scripting support.
As of version 1.4.0, data types can be defined that follow Logix V27+ rules for alignment and padding
when 64-bit elementary types are present, like LINT or LWORD. The V27 flag is discarded if no
eligible 64-bit type is present in the member list.
Logix Tag Emulation
The second runtime configuration section lists all virtual controller tags and their data types. Tags have
a name, a data type, and optional dimensions. No limit is placed on the dimensions, other than general
Java memory consumption. If a tag’s array dimensions are changed, or a structure data type is changed
while being used by a tag, the tag will be reconstructed and an attempt will be made to retain its content.
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Like Type Names, Tag names must follow Logix rules for identifiers, basically allowing just
alphanumerics, underscores, and colons. To avoid possible compatibility problems, only use colons in
I/O tag names. Tags receive special treatment in a Logix Processor’s Message Router, where the tag
may be specified by name in an ANSI Symbol segment instead of by class and instance. The driver
fully implements the corresponding CIP services, and tags are listed by name in the OPC browser in the
root of the driver instance (along with the CIP Object Classes).
If a feature code permits I/O scanning, tag consumption from Logix controllers is also allowed. Specify
the route path to the controller through the appropriate outbound port, name the tag to consume, and
specify the packet pace desired. These fields are ignored if a scanner feature code is not available.
CIP Assembly Emulation
The next runtime configuration section lists the assembly connections points defined for passive I/O
targets, with a summary of the data it refers to.
Support for the generic Logix ETHERNET-MODULE and CIP-MODULEs within the generic Logix
ETHERNET-BRIDGE chassis type require the use of these assembly numbers, also known as
connection points. Within this driver, an assembly must point to one or more tags or elements of tags.
The assembly itself stores no generic data. The data in the driver instance does not have to match the
data type chosen in the Logix module definition. The assembly emulation doesn’t dictate any
restrictions on the RPI used by the Logix Controller, although garbage collection within Java may
interfere with very fast packet rates.
While intended to emulate the generic Logix Ethernet I/O modules, the driver instance can define any
assembly connection point needed to emulate other I/O modules, too. These assemblies can also be
targets of other Ignition Servers running this module with Scanner features enabled. Support for
standard CIP Parameter objects and Parameter Groups is planned for a future release.
Assemblies distribute multiple data values from a single receive buffer and combine multiple data values
into a single send buffer. These operations are typically called scatter and gather, respectively. The CIP
standard for assemblies specifies scatter/gather operations down to individual bits. Assemblies have a
name (for convenience only), a connection point number, and a list of members. Although connection
point numbers in the CIP specification can be 32-bit numbers, Logix processors can only use 8-bit and
16-bit connection points.
Each member specifies a number of bits and a data object’s application path. The number of bits used
does not have to match the encoded size of the data object. The data object must support the read or
write operations the assembly will be used with. The driver does have one specific limitation: members
must either be byte aligned, or the necessary bit shifting operations must fit within a 32-bit temporary
register. The simplest assemblies have a single tag in their member list, deferring all packing and
alignment to the data type of the tag.
As of version 1.4.x, an Assembly’s member list can include padding members of a specified number of
bits. Simply include the bit width of the padding member on a line by itself when editing.
Also, as of version 1.4.x, Assembly member items’ application paths may begin with a single “slot n” to
reference an application path in a different driver instance.
I/O Module Scanning
The final runtime configuration section lists the I/O modules defined in the I/O Scanning Manager. This
section needs a feature code to function beyond trial mode. Each I/O module definition supplies the
following information:
• Name and Identification of the target for Electronic Keying, optionally including a catalog
number for reference.
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Connection detail, including the route path to the target device, whether the connection is
inhibited or enabled, and the mode and pace information in each direction.
• Data detail, including the application path within the target device, and the corresponding data
objects in this driver instance. If there is a static data item in the application path, and dynamic
config data specified with a config tag, the two are concatenated before use.
The route path starts with a port number/address segment for the outgoing Ethernet/IP port and the first
hop IP address. Importing an L5X will typically get all but the beginning of this field correct. Simply
replace “slot n port 2 ipaddress” with “port m ipaddress”, where “m” is the correct outgoing port number
(typically ‘2’).
After importing an L5X with Logix generic I/O devices, the rest of the imported parameters for them are
likely to be correct. For other I/O devices in an L5X, at least the application path will have to be
constructed with the help of an EDS file or a Wireshark packet capture. Since Ethernet/IP I/O devices
are not required to follow Logix UDT alignment rules, any imported I/O data types may need to be
adjusted or split into multiple tags.
Use an assembly as an intermediate buffer to perform scatter/gather with unaligned/misaligned data
types. As of version 1.4.x, assemblies used by the scanner can included bit padding and can scatter
to/gather from nested UDT elements.
•

Using Passive Target I/O
Allowing an external Logix controller, or other controller with Ethernet/IP scanner support, to initiate
the I/O data traffic offers a number of benefits to the architecture of a control system:
• User interfaces objects that replace physical control panel buttons, lights, and similar
components, can reliably operate using the same logic as those physical devices, and with similar
user interface latencies. From the scanning controller’s perspective, they are indistinguishable
from real devices. Communication status is reflected in the controller using the same module
status words that would condition inputs from a physical control panel. A programmer or
technician can even use I/O forces in the controller when troubleshooting. Be sure to use this
module’s “I/O Momentary Button” for highly reliable momentary pushbuttons.
• Laying out tags in controller memory for efficient access from an OPC driver is no longer a
design consideration on the OPC side. Data for an I/O connection is naturally packed into single
packets, typically up to 500 bytes in each direction, with near-zero per-item overhead. Multiple
emulated I/O modules can be used to optimize update rates, via the scanning controller’s RPI
settings.
• I/O data is transmitted with fire-and-forget UDP packets. This allows fast packet rates without
risking the hiccups and hesitations that occur in TCP connections when packets are lost in transit.
High resolution data can be transmitted in each packet in a best-effort recording scheme, or with
simple echo algorithms for burst-transmitting buffered records.
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Solo I/O Module Emulation
For small data transfer applications that only
need a single pair of 500-byte buffers, targeting
a single driver instance, the Generic Ethernet
Module is the easiest to configure. In full-size
1756-Lxx processors, this module may be added
to the I/O tree while in Remote RUN. (And
deleted on the run if no code is using its I/O
buffers.)
In an RSLogic 5000 project, right click on the
“Ethernet” icon in the I/O Tree and select “New
Module...” to open the module search dialog.
Enter “generic” in the search box to show the
Figure 6: Generic Module Selection
“ETHERNET-MODULE” and the
“ETHERNET-BRIDGE” options. Select the ethernet module as shown in Figure 6, then click the
“Create...” button to proceed.
Set the initial properties of the new module in the following dialog, as shown in Figure 7. If the
scanning controller’s logic will be directly accessing the module buffer as separate variables, be sure to
select an appropriate Communication Format. The input and output data buffers will be set to that data
type. For maximum flexibility when copying to and from structured data types, use one of the SINT
communication formats.
Supply a module name, the IP address of the driver instance’s
Port, and the assembly numbers to use. Any of the buffer
sizes may be set to zero to disable that function, but assembly
numbers must be provided anyways. These values may be
adjusted later from the “General” tab of the module's
properties dialog, except for communication format.
Note that the Configuration assembly buffer is only sent from
the scanning controller when making the initial connection.
It is limited to 400 bytes instead of 500 bytes, as the data for
that buffer must fit in the same Forward Open request
message that establishes the connection.
After configuring the general properties of the I/O
Figure 7: Logix Generic Ethernet Module
connection, adjust the requested packet rate and other
connection properties in the second tab of the module
properties dialog, shown in Figure 8. If the version of Logix
used allows, consider setting the “Unicast” checkbox to
maximize the efficiency of the switches carrying your
network traffic. Select a packet rate that meets your
application needs, but avoid going significantly faster, as
Java’s garbage collection algorithms can interfere with packet
processing. Use java’s detailed garbage collection logging
facility to verify that your Ignition server can keep up with
your packet rate. Inductive Automation’s forums have
guidance on optimizing and monitoring Java’s performance, Figure 8: Logix Generic Connection Options
such as this forum thread.
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For each assembly number you use, create the corresponding assembly in the driver instance, along with
one or more Logix Tags to actually hold the data. The module creation dialog only offers arrays of basic
data types for the scanning controller side of the connection, but you may use any array or structured
data type on the Ignition side that suits your needs. In the scanning controller, the controller tags will
have entries composed of the module name, a colon, then I, O, C, or S, depending on which assemblies
you set up.
For the most predictable and maintainable data traffic, consider having the scanning controller contain a
structured data type and controller tag for each I/O buffer. Use synchronous copy instructions (CPS) to
move raw data from the generic module’s input array to the structured input tag (at the beginning of the
ladder code), and from the structured output tag to the output array (at the end of the ladder code). Use
the same data types and tag names in the Ignition driver instance, pointing the Ignition side assemblies at
the named structured tags. With this architecture, data written by ladder logic to the structured output
tag will appear in Ignition with the same name, and data written by Ignition will arrive seamlessly in the
ladder logic.
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Multiple I/O Module Emulation
When a single scanning controller needs more than a pair of
500-byte I/O buffers in your Ignition server, or there are other
reasons to spread your connections across multiple driver
instances, use backplane addressing in the virtual chassis to
reach additional instances. In RSLogix, this functionality is
provided by the ETHERNET-BRIDGE generic chassis – the
other choice shown in Figure 6 above.
The ETHERNET-BRIDGE module type exposes all driver Figure 9: Logix Generic Chassis
instances, by slot number, to the scanning controller. When
added to the I/O Tree, this module offers no data buffers of
its own. Instead, it provides a named virtual backplane via a
single IP address. It doesn’t matter which driver instance has
the IP address assigned to a port – all access will include slot
number reference. After clicking “Create”, complete
configuration of the virtual chassis by supplying a name and
IP address.
With the bridge module added to RSLogix, the individual
driver instances can be added to the “CIP Bus”. Right-click
on the “CIP Bus”, then select the “CIP-MODULE” (the only Figure 10: Logix Generic Chassis Module
choice) to create. Provide details for the module as for the
solo ethernet module, but provide a slot number instead of an
IP address.
Complete the module configuration via its “Connection” tab
within the module properties dialog. Set an appropriate
Requested Packet Interval and Unicast mode. Each virtual
module on the backplane has its own communication setup.
After configuration, each virtual I/O module's data buffers
will be created in the processor's Controller Tags using the
virtual chassis module name as a prefix, followed by a colon
and the slot address, followed by :C, :I, :O, and/or :S,
Figure 11: Logix Generic Chassis Module Connection Options
depending on the communication format and assembly sizes specified. Note that the module controller
tags are listed under the virtual backplane's name and slot, not under the individual module's name. In
the example shown, the module named “First” has controller tags: IOBridge:0:C, IOBridge:0:I, and
IOBridge:0:O.
Remember that each virtual module in the virtual chassis must correspond to a driver instance in Ignition
with that slot number and the driver instance must have assemblies set up the same as when using the
solo connection. If multiple identical modules are needed, use the “Target Device” driver type to
populate multiple virtual slots with an single XML configuration.
Redundancy Considerations
When Ignition is operating as a redundant pair, both servers will be listening and responding on their
respective IP addresses, but only the active gateway will supply live data. The PLC connections
described above must be duplicated for the backup gateway, and there must be PLC logic that examines
a heartbeat or other changing data from the gateway to determine which nodes to use.
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Using Passive Messaging
In addition to, or instead of, I/O connections to Ignition, Ethernet/IP-equipped processors can use data
table messaging with driver instances. When configuring a message instruction, select CIP Generic and
fill in the details for class, instance, attribute and service code, or use one of the pre-defined message
types. CIP Data Table Read and Data Table Write are supported using the driver instance’s tag names.
When configuring the communications path (Figure 19), select a module you’ve placed in the I/O tree,
or add and select one of the above virtual modules with Comm Format “None”, or select the closest
network component (ENBT, etc) then manually add to the connection path.
As with I/O connections, a redundant gateway pair will listen and respond at both the master and backup
IP addresses. The tag reads from Ignition must be examined to determine which is the active gateway
when both are running.

Using Producer Tags
All tags defined in the driver instance are automatically available as producer tags to any Logix or
compatible processor that wishes to consume them. The data type in the Logix processor must be 500
bytes or less or the software will not permit configuring consumption at that end. The tag in the driver
instance can be longer – only the beginning of the driver’s tag will be transferred in that case.
Logix processors require that the target for their consuming tag show up in the I/O tree, with all
intermediate nodes. If a Solo or Multiple Module I/O target is present in the I/O tree as described above,
you may use the node in your Logix program for consumer tags as well. Otherwise, follow the
instructions for either a Solo or Multiple Module setup but select “None” for the Comm Format.
On the Logix side, it is not possible to inhibit individual consumer tags. One can only inhibit nodes in
the I/O tree, which inhibits all consumer tags pointed at or through that node.

Using Active I/O Scanning
When equipped with a premium feature code, direct scanning of Ethernet/IP I/O devices is available.
This eliminates the need for a PLC in light-duty applications, and allows the use of listen-only
connections to monitor Ethernet/IP devices that are slaved to an actual PLC.
The Module Scanner within a driver instance
originates Input and/or Output connections using
Transport Class 1, Scheduled priority, and Cyclic
timing. Support for Change-of-State timing is
planned for a future release.
Much of the information needed to complete this
configuration is obtained from an I/O module’s EDS
file. See the section on “Interpreting EDS Files” for
details. The details will be entered in three panels of
the New I/O Module and corresponding Edit page,
for Identity, Connection, and Data settings.
Target Module Electronic Keying
Figure 12: Scanner Electronic Keying
The first of three configuration blocks supplies all of
the electronic keying information, if needed. The details for this section are automatically filled in if a
real L5X is imported from RSLogix. Otherwise they can be obtained from the manufacturer’s
Electronic Data Sheet file. Some non-compliant targets do not work if an electronic key is present, even
if enforcement is turned off. For such cases, omit the vendor key to disable the feature entirely.
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If the electronic keying information is present, the scanner module list on the main configuration page
will show the expected EDS file name that Logix products use when registering a product in the
hardware database. The files are usually stored in C:\Program Files\Rockwell Software\RSCommon\
EDS, or C:\Users\Public\Documents\Rockwell\EDS, or a similarly-named folder. The expected file
name displayed includes the minor number as the last two hexadecimal digits, but it is common for
registered products to use “00” in the file name instead of the minor version. You can use this
information to get the EDS file from an RSLogix install instead of hunting the web for it. (You are
likely to need it.) The example in Figure 12 produces the file name 0001007300380301.eds.
Target Module Connection Detail
The second of three configuration
blocks supplies supplies the network
path from the driver instance to the
target device, and the Transport Class 1
protocol modes and speeds. Generally,
the CIP Route starts with “port n
ipaddr”, where “n” is the port number
in the driver instance that is on the same
subnet as the target device, or on the
subnet of the first hop. And “ipaddr” is
the IP address of that target/first hop. If
that first hop is an 1756-ENxT, 1734AENT, or similar chassis ethernet
interface, the next tokens will be “slot
m” to identify the target module. For
the example in Figure 13, the first hop
Figure 13: Scanner Route and Connection Details
is a 1734-AENT and the 1734-OE2V is
the second I/O module in the chassis.
The Inhibit checkbox prevents the driver instance from opening the connection. This is a writable
attribute of the Scanner Module object under the Scanner Manager object, if you need runtime control of
the connection. The Direction setting is used to manually configure the equivalent of a Consumer Tag,
but to an alternate input object (an assembly, perhaps).
The Unicast, RPI, and RT Mode Format settings directly impact the Forward Open Request message,
and must be compatible with the target object. Keep in mind that the RPI settings are in microseconds,
where RSLogix presents these as milliseconds with one decimal place. The driver instance will try to
honor whatever is entered, though individual packets may be rounded off to the nearest millisecond, and
Java garbage collection can interrupt.
Target Module Data
Every I/O module to be scanned
needs an Application Path that
identifies the objects in the
target device that will
participate in the connection.
The canonical format supplies
four items: a config object path,
an output object path, an input
object path, and a configuration

Figure 14: Scanner Data Configuration
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data segment, in that order. The CIP specification allows a device to offer any internal object as a
config, output, or input item. The typical I/O device expects “assembly c cxpt o cxpt i”, where c, o, and
i are assembly numbers.
The optional Config and Config Bytes settings control the construction of a configuration data segment
to include in the Forward Open request message when the connection is started.
The Config setting is a tag path within the driver instance that contains the I/O module’s configuration
data. If an L5X file was imported, the tag name and data type will be appropriate, though the initial
values may not be present. It is possible that the actual config data is shorter than the config tag, since
Logix constructs all of its tags in increments of 32 bits. The Config Bytes settings limits the number of
bytes inserted in the Forward Open request when the tag is larger than the module uses.
Chassis-based I/O modules may expect a prefix to the config data that is consumed by the chassis. If
constant and a multiple of 16 bits, a static data segment may be placed in the application path. This will
be concatenated with the dynamic data from the Config tag. The example in Figure 14 shows the two
16-bit prefix words needed by the 1734-AENT adapter to set up the 1734-OE2V module.
At least one of the tags for Input and Output must be specified. If only an Input tag is given, the output
packets will only be a heartbeat or contain the RealTime mode indicator. If only an Output tag is given,
the input packets’ content will be discarded.
Like the config tag, the size of the tag may be larger than the actual I/O module payload. The optional
Input Bytes and Output Bytes settings allow the correct payload size to be specified. The example in
Figure 14 shows an Input Bytes setting of six, required by the 1734-OE2V module, overriding the tag
size (eight bytes). If an L5X import was used, the tag settings can be expected to be correct, but the size
limit settings might not be correct.
Monitoring and Runtime Adjustment
The bulk of the settings described above are browseable under the Scanner Manager class object and can
therefore be read at runtime. The instance numbers follow the order in the XML configuration file.
Attributes 30 through 35 are read-only status values. The Entry Status, Fault Code, and Fault
Information attributes correspond to the module information available in a Logix processor using the
GSV instruction. The actual packet intervals are updated to reflect any adjustments the device made
when it accepted the connection. An entry status of 0x4000, or 16384, signals a running connection.
Attribute #160, the RealTime Mode DWORD, is sent to I/O devices that use a Run/Idle header. It
defaults to 0x1, indicating “Run Mode”. You may write a “0” to signal “Program Mode” to a connected
output module. Each configured I/O scanner maintains an independent “Run Mode” value.
Writing to attributes 1 through 16 changes the parameters of the connection, and generally forces the
connection to close and re-open.
Redundancy Behavior
Scanners defined above will be held in a disabled state on the standby gateway of a redundant pair.

Using Consumer Tags
When equipped with a premium feature code, Consumer Tags may be configured to receive data from
Producer Tags in a Logix processor. Each Consuming Tag connection is actually a form of I/O
connection using User Datagrams, and is controlled in the driver instance by the Scanner Manager. The
“Producer” setting in the tag configuration is the Route Path to the target Logix controller, the “Source
Tag” setting is the Application Path in the Logix Controller (must be just a tag name if a real Logix
controller), and the RPI is the input RPI from the controller to the driver instance. The heartbeat output
RPI is 2.5 times the input RPI.
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When present, these settings cause the Scanner Manager to create additional Scanner instances with the
settings needed to make the connection. These instances use the instance number of the tag plus one
million. Use the OPC browser to look under the Logix Symbol Manager to see the instance numbers of
the tags in the driver instance, and under the Scanner Manager to see the corresponding Scanner
instances.
The scanner instances created for consumer tags have a restricted list of attributes, as there is no
configuration or output data to send, and the input data is automatically routed to the tag. Runtime
connection monitoring and adjustment is otherwise the same. Note that consumer tags have a realtime
mode Dword for special cases.

Using the I/O Momentary Button
This component is added to the designer palette at the end of
the Buttons section, as shown in Figure 15. After placing
one on your window in the designer, you must set the Virtual
Device Name and Target Tag Path properties to identify the
boolean to control. This is not a SQLTag address, but the
device name and address within the Ethernet/IP module’s
virtual backplane. This pushbutton bypasses the SQLTags
Figure 15:
Designer Palette
subsystem. These properties are not case-sensitive.
Set the Off Value property to True to emulate a Normally-Closed
Figure 16: I/O Button Properties
pushbutton (e.g. typical Stop buttons). Set the update pace to match, or
close to match, the RPI that will be used in the Gateway-to-Controller communications. Then check the
rest of the timing properties’ defaults and adjust to suit your application. A minimum hold-time of five
times the RPI is recommended for Stop buttons (Logix controllers will fault an I/O connection after four
missed packets).
When a user is actually pressing the button at runtime (or preview), background logic will repeatedly
check that the mouse is still pressing the button (or the spacebar is still down if using the keyboard). If
all is still well, the background function will ask the UI thread to send a ping to the gateway to report
that the button is still pressed. This ensures that a frozen UI also kills the ping message. The gateway
will monitor and enforce the hold time requirements, treating overlapping button presses from multiple
clients as a single timed event. The gateway will expire a button press from a specific client if that client
fails to ping within twice (x2) the Update Pace. The gateway will also report actual button value
changes to all registered buttons (for a given address), whether pressed or not.
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Functional Description
This Ignition Add-On Module is designed to communicate with an Allen-Bradley or other Ethernet/IP
compatible control system using Ethernet/IP’s robust I/O protocol, plus support for on-demand
messaging initiated by the control system. The name of the module reflects the protocol specification’s
definition of “Transport Class 1” for normal I/O traffic.
Object Classes, Instances, and Attributes
The CIP specification requires compliant devices to implement a minimum set of object-oriented
services, with a set of specified object classes with well-defined attributes and behaviors, plus vendordefined objects and attributes. Objects are nested in a hierarchy of classes, class attributes, instances,
and instance attributes, with further nesting of complex data types. As shown in Figure 17 below, the
Message Router is the foundation of the driver instance, and is directly exposed to Ignition’s OPC
server.
The message router provides access to all other object classes and their instances and attributes using
path segments, described in detail below, to navigate the hierarchy and select a specific object or
fragment thereof. The interface to Ignition’s OPC server translates node address strings into the internal
path segments needed by the message router, and supplies appropriate node address strings to the user
when browsing the hierarchy.
CIP Specification version 3.19 distinguishes between “device scope” objects and “port scope” objects,
with the Connection Manager and Connection List classes assigned to the per-port scopes. Figure 17
shows the unique connection manager and connection list per communications port. The unconnected
message manager (UCMM) in each port is the entry point from the outside. Later versions of the CIP
Specification relax these port isolation rules, but this module implements them.
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Figure 17: Driver Block Diagram
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Ethernet/IP Encapsulation in TCP/IP
All communication in the Ethernet/IP specification starts with a TCP/IP connection from an originator to
a target’s UCMM in its ethernet port. The unconnected message manager can execute ad-hoc CIP
requests in both port and device scope. The total size of a request and its response must each fit in 504
bytes. If an ad-hoc request needs to be directed to another port, or out another port to a bridged target,
the originator can wrap the request in an Unconnected Send message.
When a Logix processor executes a message instruction where
the “Connected” checkbox is turned off, and there’s any route
path beyond the first IP address, the message will be wrapped in
an unconnected send with the balance of the route path. Each
hop will pop off one route path element, keeping the request
wrapped, until the final UCMM can handle the message directly.
Each hop will keep track of the outstanding requests it has
passed on so the responses can go back to the correct originator.
A message sent this way must be small enough that the
unconnected send header, the wrapped message, and the
intermediate route path will all fit within the 504 byte limit.
Figure 18: Logix Message Configuration
When a Logix processor executes a message instruction where
the “Connected” checkbox is turned on, it briefly defers the
message until it can construct a routed CIP connection to the
final endpoint’s Message Router using “Transport Class 3”.
This operation starts with a Forward Open request to the first
hop’s connection manager containing the connection parameters
and final target’s route path. When the first hop reports this has
succeeded, each hop along the route has established buffers and
assigned shortcut “connection IDs” to a connection. Which then
allows full-size message requests and full-size responses to flow
back and forth (tagged with the shortcut IDs). The Logix
processor can then send the original request message down this Figure 19: Logix Message Connection
connection, inside the TCP/IP channel.
A Logix processor offers two optimizations when connected messaging is used: 1) caching, and 2) large
buffers. The “Cache Connections” checkbox determines if the Logix processor will delete the
connection soon after the message completes, or if it will hang on to the connection for several seconds
in the hope that other message instructions will need to talk to the same endpoint. Or the same message
is repeated soon. This dramatically improves message response times. The “Large Connection”
checkbox instructs the processor to use ~4k message buffers within the TCP/IP channel instead of the
normal 512-byte buffers. This is an optional feature in the specification that neither very old processors
nor many I/O devices support.
Ethernet/IP Encapsulation in UDP/IP
I/O traffic in Ethernet/IP is carried in User Datagrams, aka UDP/IP, not inside a TCP/IP connection.
User Datagrams also carry Producer/Consumer tag data. User Datagrams allow processors and I/O
modules to ignore the occasional lost packet and keep going, as long as the gap isn’t too large. When a
TCP/IP channel loses a packet, it is obligated to report the missing packet and get it retransmitted before
continuing with any other data delivery. (TCP/IP itself requires this—it isn’t a requirement added by
Ethernet/IP or other protocols.) This is the root cause of many hiccups in data delivery for most HMIs
and typical SCADA communications.
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When a Logix processor or other Ethernet/IP scanner establishes an I/O connection, it starts by opening
a TCP/IP connection to the first hop in the route and then issuing a Forward Open request message to
that device’s connection manager. The connection parameters in this case specify “Transport Class 1”,
the target endpoints, the timing requirements, any custom IP socket details, and an optional payload for
configuration. After the success message is returned inside the TCP/IP channel, UDP data traffic
commences.
The TCP channel can expire while the UDP traffic runs, if no other connection needs the first hop
UCMM. A follow-up Forward Open request may be generated (also via TCP/IP) if the data for the
configuration assembly changes. UDP data traffic continues until either 1) a Forward Close request is
sent via TCP/IP, or 2) either direction times out on consecutive lost packets. Missing UDP packets do
not generate any kind of retransmit request. The receiver simply waits for the next scheduled packet.
When Logix processors connect to network I/O, they generally specify four (4) missed packets as the
broken connection limit.

Element Path Segments
Element Paths in the CIP specification are sequences of binary encoded keys that select an object or data
item within an Ethernet/IP device (or DeviceNet, or ControlNet, etc), particularly for use within network
packets. The specification refers to the individual encoded keys as Path Segments. The CIP
specification has segment types for a variety of items, including the class/instance/attribute values in the
object model described above, as well as symbols, array subscripts, and bit numbers within integer data.
Since the bulk of the user-defined data within a Logix processor, and within this driver’s emulation of a
Logix processor, are tags and tag fragments, this module defines a default path syntax that mimics how
tags are referenced in a Logix program. A “Tag Path” starts with an unquoted tag name, optionally
followed by a combination of bracketed subscripts, dotted structured data member names, and dotted bit
numbers. The same syntax a Logix programmer would use for a controller tag in ladder logic.
OPC Node Addresses
The OPC interface to a driver instance
accepts tag paths as node addresses. The
interface also accepts tag paths nested in a
subscript expression of another tag path,
aka “Indirect Addressing”. Beware:
indirect subscripts are evaluated at the
point they are presented to the driver, so
are only useful when using Ignition’s
system.opc.* scripting functions. No math
operations are allowed in an indirect
subscript.
Since tag paths cannot represent the CIP
segments needed for classes, class
attributes, instances, and instance
attributes, the node address parser also
supports tokenized path segments. To
Figure 20: Ethernet Bridge Controller Tags
distinguish a leading token keyword from a
tag symbol, a token string is parenthesized before any accompanying tagpath.
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The node address syntax follows one of these patterns:
tagname.membername[subscript].bitnumber
(token args token args)
(token args token args)tagname.membername[subscript].bitnumber
The following tokens are supported in the node address parser: class n, instance n, attribute n, member n,
conxpoint n, subscript t, bit t, and ansi “s”. Where “n” is an integer, “t” is an integer or a tagpath, and
“s” is a quoted string.
The following token abbreviations are allowed: “cls”, “inst”, “memb”, “cxpt”, and “sub”. Additionally,
some macros are provided for common classes: identity=class 1, msgrouter=class 2, cxmgr=class 6,
assembly n=class 4 instance n, and connection n=class 5 instance n. And abbreviations “assy” and
“conx” for the latter two.
When browsing, the OPC interface will generally offer the shortest macro or abbreviation that fits.
Route Paths
When configuring an I/O scanner or Consuming Tag, the target device must be reached via port
segments for each network hop. There may also be requirements in intermediate hops for extra
electronic keys, and ControlNet schedule and tag items. The route path may use the following tokens:
port n a, ekey v d p j.k c, schedule n, fixedtag n, and inhibit n. Where “n” is an integer, “a” is either a
number or an IP address, “v”, “d”, and “p” are numbers for vendor, device type, and product, “j.k” is a
version, and “c” is either “enforce” or “allow”.
The following token abbreviations are allowed: “sched”, “ftag”, and “inh”. And one macro:
slot n=port 1 n.
An I/O Module Scanner Route Path should always start with a port segment, and must not end with an
electronic key. The I/O Scanner Manager constructs the final electronic key from the XML
configuration, if a key will be used.
Application Paths
When configuring an I/O scanner or Consuming Tag, the data within the target device must be identified
with an application path, which would include any static configuration data. For typical I/O devices, the
application path has assembly class and instance segments to identify the configuration data block,
followed by a connection point segment identifying the output data assembly, then a connection point
segment identifying the input data assembly. For typical consuming tags, the application path is a single
Ansi segment containing the name of the producing tag in the target. If an I/O device needs static config
data, it is placed at the end in a simple data segment. Some devices allow a production inhibit time
segment at the beginning. The other route path segment types are always forbidden.
Any of the segments allowed in an OPC node address are allowed in an application path, along with:
memberhandle n, membernumber n, data n, data […], and symbol “s”. Where “n” is an integer, and “s”
is a quoted string of no more than 32 characters, that is not limited to ANSI characters. The second form
of the “data” token accepts a variable number of integers, each truncated to 16-bits.
The following token abbreviations are allowed: “membnum”, “membhand”, and “param”. And one
macro: parameter n=class 15 instance n, with abbreviation “param”.
Alternate Syntax
The string parser for element paths is shared for node addresses, route paths, and application paths.
While most user interfaces display element paths using the parenthesized tokenpath & unparenthesized
tagpath format described above, I/O module route and application paths default to bare token paths. All
user interfaces will use implied parentheses on a bare token path as needed, and will attempt to convert
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“Padded Epath” hexadecimal encodings (nothing but pairs of hex digits and optional whitespace
between pairs). The latter is particularly useful when copying application paths from EDS files.

Interpreting EDS Files
The example I/O Module Scanner configured in Figure 12 through Figure 14 was created with a real
1734-OE2V Point I/O™ module and the EDS file: 0001007300380300.eds. Note the ‘00’ in place of
the minor version. Electronic Data Sheets are organized into sections marked by a section name in
square brackets, followed by lines containing “key=value;” pairs. The “value” part may be composed of
multiple comma-separated fields and may span multiple lines. Indentation of keys and values is optional
but typical, along with extra whitespace. Comments are marked with dollar signs, and may appear
anywhere outside quoted strings, even in between various fields of a value. Rockwell’s guidance to
hardware developers on how to produce EDS files provides additional insight on how to interpret their
content.
[Device]
Identity
VendCode = 1;
VendName = "Rockwell Automation/Allen-Bradley";
ProdType = 115;
The electronic keying information is obtained from the
ProdTypeStr = "Rockwell Automation Miscellaneous";
ProdCode = 56;
[Device] section, as shown in the excerpt in Figure 21.
MajRev = 3;
MinRev = 3;
This is required to be near the top of the file. In this
ProdName = "PointIO 2pt 24Vdc Analog Voltage Output";
Catalog = "1734-OE2V/C";
section, each key has a single numeric or string value.
Icon = "1734yellow.ico";
The public parameters of the device will be described Figure 21: EDS Device Section
in the [Param] section. These parameters do not have any direct impact on the configuration described
above, but will describe the values needed in the actual configuration tag and output tag, and the values
to expect in the input tag.

Connection Options
Other than the route path, the information needed to complete the Connection Details scanner
configuration is found in the [Connection Manager] section of an EDS file. An excerpt from the OE2V
EDS file is shown in Figure 22, describing [Connection Manager]
Connection7 = $ Exclusive Owner (Direct to Module)
the Exclusive Owner connection to the
$ Catalogs 1734-OE2C, OE2V
$ Config Assem 123
OE2V.
$ Consume Assem 102
$ Produce Assem 101
0x04030002, $ trigger & transport
The first field of a “ConnectionN” key’s
0x44240405, $ point/multicast & priority & realtime format
,,Assem126, $ O=>T default,description
value is its Trigger & transport support
,,Assem127, $ T=>O default,description
,Assem124, $ config part 1
word. It should be broken down by byte to
,Assem123, $ config part 2
"Direct Exclusive Owner", $ connection name
determine the transport class and data
"Direct Exclusive Owner Connection - Output data controls the state
(analog level) of each of the outputs. Input data contains
production triggers the module uses. The
status of each of the outputs.", $ Help string
high byte must be one of the following
Figure 22: Connection Options
values to be supported by this driver:
• 0x01 = listen only
• 0x02 = input only
• 0x04 = exclusive owner
• 0x08 = redundant owner
The second byte, little-endian bits 16 through 23, indicates which trigger types are supported. Bit 16 =
1, indicating “Cyclic” triggering, must be turned on. Support for Change-of-State triggering, indicated
by bit 17 = 1, is planned.
The remaining two bytes, bits 0 through 15, indicate which transport classes are supported. Bit 1, for
Transport Class 1, must be turned on.
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The next field is the connection parameters support word, and must also be broken down. The high byte
indicates the packet priorities supported in each direction. At least bits 26 and 30 must be turned on,
indicating support for scheduled priority in both directions.
The next byte of the connection parameters indicates the support for multicast versus unicast in each
direction. Bits 21 & 22 are the input direction’s multicast and unicast support, respectively. Bits 17 &
18 are the output direction’s multicast and unicast support. If both bits are turned on for a given
direction, you may choose either packet type for that direction. The OE2V module only supports
multicast input and unicast output.
The next byte indicates the format used in the packet for transferring run/program mode to or from the
target device. The high nibble, bits 12-14, indicate the input RT format, and the low nibble, bits 8-10,
indicate the output RT format. Values supported by this driver are:
• 0x0 = Modeless
• 0x1 = Zero length idle
• 0x3 = Heartbeat
• 0x4 = 32-bit Run/idle header
Note that when the 32-bit run/idle header is specified, the actual data payload has four extra bytes.
The final byte of the connection parameters support word must have bits 0 and 2 turned on, indicating
support for fixed payload sizes in both directions.
Connection Data
[Assembly]
Completing the Connection Data section of the scanner
Assem102 = "Data","",
,0x0000,,,
configuration uses the balance of the “ConnectionN” key
16,Param47,
16,Param48;
combined with key=value data from the [Assembly] section
Assem126 = $ O2T (output data)
"Ouput Data Assembly",
of the EDS file.
, $ Path, $ Length in bytes
, $ descriptor
,, $ reserved
The next three fields of the “ConnectionN” key specify the
,Assem102; $ Assembly sent to module
output RPI (in microseconds), output size (in bytes), and
Figure 23: Scanner Output Assemblies
output data format for the connection. For the OE2V, the
required RPI is blank, meaning no restriction. The size is also blank, meaning to use the size of the
format argument. The format indicates the single parameter or the assembly of parameters that define
the content of the output buffer. For the OE2V, that is a reference to assembly specification #126, which
in turn references assembly spec #102, as shown in Figure 23. The critical information is that the output
buffer is a total of 32 bits long, 16 for Param47, and 16 for Param48. The imported L5X for this module
tells us that these are Ch0Data and Ch1Data, respectively. Since the size of the assembly matches the
size of the tag, no “Output Bytes” override is needed.
Similarly, the next three fields specify the input RPI (in [Assembly]
Assem101 = "Status","",
microseconds), input size (in bytes), and input data
,,,,
8,Param49,
format for the connection. For the OE2V, the input
8,Param50;
Assem127 = $ T2O (input data)
format refers to assembly spec #127, which defines 32
"Input Data Assembly",
, $ Path
bits of fault information, then refers to assembly #101.
, $ Length in bytes
, $ descriptor
Assembly spec #101 defines two bytes of channel status
,, $ reserved
32,, $ Fault bits
information. As shown in Figure 24, total size of the
,Assem101; $ Assembly passed from module
input buffer is six (bytes). The input tag imported with Figure 24: Scanner Input Assemblies
the L5X is padded to eight bytes, so an “Input Bytes” override is needed.
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[Assembly]
The next four fields specify the size and format of the
Assem124 = $ Private config in Forward Open, Module
"3rd Party Private Assembly",
two possible configuration data blocks that would be
, $ Path
, $ Length in bytes
included in a Forward Open request message. The first
, $ descriptor
,, $ reserved
data block is used with chassis-based modules, and is
16,Param101, $ configuration revision
(only valid value is 1)
consumed by the chassis. The second data block is the
16,; $ reserved - zeros
Figure 25: Scanner Configuration Assemblies
configuration for the module itself. An L5X import
general omits the first data block. For the OE2V, the
formats are given by assembly spec #124 and spec #123, respectively. The two values required by
assembly spec #124 are constants, independent of the module configuration. These are placed at the end
of the application path, as shown in Figure 14.
The final field in a “ConnectionN” value is the encoded form of the application path, not including the
static config data segment. This should be entered into the Application setting by itself (to decode it),
then edited as needed.

Assembly Structures
Unlike actual user-defined data types in Logix controllers, the I/O and configuration assemblies of an
imported I/O module can be badly scrambled by missing information. An L5X export file may not
provide all needed details to create the data types for the module. Rockwell’s processors and I/O
modules hide some data bytes and words from the user, and often skip bits in structures. So the data
type “imported” for a module can be substantially shorter than the module expects, and named bits may
not be in the right place. After an XML import, the imported data types (input, output, and
configuration) should be compared with the assembly definitions in the EDS file to ensure the byte
placement and bit definitions match.
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Scripting Features and Functions
Several functions are registered under system.cip.* in Ignition’s Script Manager, along with a variety of
internal classes that would otherwise be hidden by Ignition’s isolating classloaders. Among the internal
classes exposed are a nearly-complete set of data types from the CIP Specification, not just the handful
of types supported by the Logix tag and data type emulation described in Driver Configuration. These
data types are used directly to help encode and decode CIP message/reply payloads, and can be wrapped
for efficient access to their content in jython.
Custom Jython Code Modules
Each device on the module’s virtual backplane has Figure 26: system.cip.getDevice(name=None, slot=-1, id=0)
Retrieves a Jython module object with the specified device’s named Logix
an associated Jython code module, in Gateway
Tags as module-level globals, along with any other functions, classes, and
scope. This code module’s content is saved in and variables from the XML configuration. Access to these variables, including
initialized from the configuration XML file, and can assignment, is diverted to a Jython wrapper for the tag’s datatype.
Argument
Data Type
Description
contain any valid jython code. Take care to
name
String
OPC
Server
Device
Name
properly XML-escape jython punctuation when
slot
Integer
Virtual Backplane Slot #
editing XML directly, particularly the greater-than id
Long
OPC Server Device ID
and less-than signs.
Keyword-style invocation is allowed. If multiple criteria match, Name takes
precedence over Slot, and Slot takes precedence over ID. ‘None’ is returned
Like other script modules, the code is executed
if no device matches.
once upon device startup, and again when any
shared script module is edited. Any functions, classes, and module global variables declared in the
jython code persist until the device is shut down. These code modules have a special module dictionary
that automatically includes the Logix-style tags as module-level global variables, so long as the tag’s
name is a valid python name (no colon). This special dictionary, accessible via python’s standard
globals() function, also exposes a subject property pointing at the virtual device.
event script
These module-level globals for the Logix-style tags wrap #plcGateway
= system.cip.getDevice("MyDevice")
the raw data in special jython data types that allow Logix- # Emulate ladder logic, like the follow Logix rung:
# XIC(MyTag[3].ItemZ.2)OTE(OtherTag[0].0)
like syntax. Arrays become jython “jarray” lists,
# Note the underscore before constant bit numbers
structured types become objects with named properties,
plc.OtherTag[0]._0 = plc.MyTag[3].ItemZ._2
Bits can also be indirect, but leave out the dot
and the various integer types allow bit-wise access. Most #plc.OtherTag[0][0]
= plc.MyTag[3].ItemZ[2]
importantly, use of these properties on the right hand side Figure 27: Logix Tags in Gateway Scripts
of a python expression retrieves the live value from the virtual module’s tag, and assignment to these
properties (left hand side) writes back into the virtual module’s tag.
These jython wrappers for the device’s tag data each also expose a subject property pointing at the tag
object. This can be uses to inspect other attributes of the tag.
The syntax of these jython wrappers is intended to be as similar as practical to the syntax used within an
Allen-Bradley Logix processor’s code. The only major deviation is the treatment of bit access, both
indirect and as constant bit numbers. See the example in Figure 27. Note that when assigning to one of
these tag names within a function or class method, without any array subscript or dot-element, python’s
scope rules will create a function-local variable instead of assigning to the CIP data. Use python’s
global keyword at the beginning of the function to avoid this behavior.
Jython Data Events
Tags and Assemblies may provide a function name that will be called when a connection is made, Fresh
data is written, any data is consumed, and/or data will be transmitted. Only ordinary functions defined
within the virtual device’s code module may receive these events, though that event function may call a
function defined elsewhere in gateway scope, like a shared script module.
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These events pass a single event object to the handler Figure 28: CipPyEvent
function, detailed in Figure 28.
Constructed by data objects within virtual devices when data traffic is
occurring or connection status is changing.
The subject can be examined to determine the true
Property
Data Type
Description
source of an event when a handler function is shared
t_stamp Date
Millisecond-resolution timestamp when the
by multiple objects. If the event logic needs to write
event occurred.
The connectable data object that created
back to the subject, consider using a dedicated handler subject CipObject
the event.
and write to the module global that corresponds to the detail
CipPyCxEvent A nested object with details of connection
event source.
status changes. Only present in a
connection handler function. None
Each event contains a snapshot of the data in the
otherwise.
A wrapped copy of the data from the time
subject from the time of the event, before the event is snapshot PyObject
the event occurred.
queued to the thread pool. Use this snapshot for any
handler
String
The function name of the handler routine.
historical logging operations to avoid losing data.
Event processing can be delayed for a variety of
Figure 29: CipPyCxEvent
reasons.
Constructed by data objects within virtual devices when connection
The handler property contains the string name of the
status is changing during normal operation. Disconnect and
Unsubscribed events may be dropped during virtual device shutdown or
handler function. Used by the thread pool but
reconfiguration.
available to the callee.
Property
Data Type
Description
The optional detail property has additional information type
String
“connect”, “connectFail”, “disconnect”,
“subscribe”, or “unsubscribe”.
for connection actions on the subject. See Figure 29.
object
varies
The AppOwner or AppConsumer that is
When the CipPyEvent logger level is set to Trace,
(dis)connecting or (un)subscribing,
respectively.
every event processed will have an execution time
params
CxParams
Network Connection Parameters requested
report, with the time spent creating the snapshot and
when connecting or subscribing. None
otherwise. As described in the CIP
the time spent waiting in the background queue broken
Specification under Connection Manager
out.
Object Specific Service Parameters.
dirtrigcls byte
The combined direction, trigger, and
The execution time reports can also be generated for
transport class code requested. As
specific subjects by setting the subject’s “Event Timing
described in the CIP Specification under
Connection Object Instances, Attribute #3.
Debug” attribute to True, and setting the CipPyEvent
e
Exception
Present on failure reports. None otherwise.
logger level to Debug. Note that the event timing
debug setting is not saved in the virtual device’s XML, so will always be false at device or subject
startup.
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CIP Messaging Access
Figure 30: system.cip.getMsgPort(name=None, slot=-1, id=0, port=1)
A variety of CIP objects and services are not Retrieves a local unconnected messaging port (in gateway) or messaging proxy (in
available as python data types, and no direct client and designer scope) for a specific device on the virtual backplane.
Argument
Data Type
Description
access to symbol data is available outside of
name
String
OPC Server Device Name
gateway scope. The CIP specification
slot
Integer
Virtual Backplane Slot #
includes many operations that have no OPC id
Long
OPC Server Device ID
port
Integer
Port #1 is the backplane. TCP/IP port numbers are
equivalents (at least, not yet in Ignition).
sequential starting with #2.
This module includes Jython functions and
Keyword-style invocation is allowed. If multiple criteria match, Name takes
precedence over Slot, and Slot takes precedence over ID. ‘None’ is returned if no
data types to construct virtually any desired
device matches. The returned object has the following items:
CIP message request and parse the reply. In
Property
Data Type
Description
the base module, these messages may be
maxMsg
Integer
Maximum bytes allowed in an encoded request.
Generally only meaningful on Class 3 routed connections.
directed only at internal tags, symbols, and
info
PortData
Only present in client/designer port proxies, contains
CIP objects, including via the backplane.
information about the actual device found.
When a scanner feature code is present, user- msgprocessor.send(request, nesting=0)
defined CIP messages may be sent through
Argument
Data Type
Description
the scanner port to remote devices. Both
request
system.cip.Request
Or one of its subclasses, with an appropriate
callback already added.
Unconnected messaging and CIP Class 3
nesting
Integer
Number of target path segments to skip in the
messaging connections are supported.
application path. Generally omitted.
All access to CIP Messaging operations starts Callbacks on requests must be implementations of system.cip.ReplyConsumer.
with an Unconnected Messaging manager
object in a device’s port. For inward-facing requests to the device itself, other than to communication
objects, it doesn’t really matter which port is used, and the default (backplane, port #1) is reasonable.
For outbound requests with a scanner feature code, it is most efficient to use the same port # as in the
first port segment of the route to the target. For inward-facing requests to a specific communication
object, the correct port number is required. In client/designer context, consider caching responses to
getMsgPort() in a script module global to minimize
Figure 31: system.cip.Request(target, serviceCode, payload=None)
round-trips to the gateway.
Constructor for a generic CIP request object.
At its most basic, a request is composed of an
application path, a service code, and an optional raw The returned request object has the following properties and methods:
Property
Data Type
Description
payload of bytes for the service to use. The
payload
ByteBuffer
Retrieve the current payload as a new
corresponding reply echoes the service code, has a
ByteBuffer or replace the current payload
with the bytes remaining in the
status code and optional extra status words, and an
ByteBuffer assigned to it.
optional raw payload of bytes. Raw payloads are
serviceCode Integer
Read-only after the constructor. 0-127.
accepted and delivered as ByteBuffers.
target
system.cip.Path Read-only after the constructor.
Since it can be tedious and error-prone to construct request.putPayload(buffer)
Data Type
Description
raw request payloads and parse raw reply payloads, Argument
buffer
ByteBuffer
Retrieve
the
current
payload and write it
a variety of CIP data types are provided with
to the given buffer.
suitable ByteBuffer putPayload() and setPayload()
request.addCallback(callback)
methods. These CIP data types can be wrapped in
request.addCallback(position, callback)
the same Jython-friendly wrappers used in the
Argument
Data Type
Description
gateway-scoped per-device code modules, via
position
Integer
Callbacks are ordered. Use 0 to place this
callback first in the chain.
system.cip.toPy(). Also, some subclasses of
callback
ReplyConsumer The accept() method will receive the
system.cip.Request are provided for request routing,
Reply object.
request grouping, multiple attribute reads, and Class
3 connection operations.
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Before using a message processor’s send() method, attach one or more callbacks to your request. The
callback object must be a class that extends system.cip.ReplyConsumer and implements the accept()
method with one argument, the reply. The send() method does not return anything. Timing is
asynchronous, so it is possible for the reply to arrive in the callback (in another thread) before the send()
completes in the original thread.
See the JavaDoc for the underlying library for details of specific objects.
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Troubleshooting
SQLTag Subscriptions
Stale Data

Any data in a virtual module that receives packets from a scheduled I/O connection, either as a passive
I/O output, an active I/O (scanner) input, or as a consumed tag, will be delivered to any OPC subscriber
when actual packets arrive. And only when packets arrive. If the connection is broken, the data will
become stale. This is the intended behavior. If the connection is delivering packets at a rate different
from the scan class, the data will be stale. If the RPI on the I/O connection is 100ms, the tags must be in
a scan class with a direct rate of 100ms. Consider using dedicated scan classes just for these I/O tags.
Do NOT use leased scan classes with I/O data.
Tag event order and data delivery order within Ignition’s SQLTag system are not guaranteed. To
mitigate this, this module guarantees that all data from a newly-arrived I/O packet will be in place before
any affected OPC subscribers are updated, but the order the subscribers are updated is not under the
module’s control. Users who need to be sure a single packet’s data is processed together should use a
Data Event function within the virtual module’s script module. If that’s not practical, use a tag change
event on one single tag within the packet, and use system.opc.readAll() to obtain the rest of the data
within that event script. In a transaction group, use OPC Read mode and a single trigger.
Excessive Subscriptions

Each virtual module uses a single Java thread to service all of its OPC subscriptions. The OPC browse
functions expose multiple ways to address much of the data, including string conversions for various
arrays, precision timestamp conversions, and individual bits of integral data types. Dragging and
dropping complex data types or arrays from the OPC browser to the SQLTags tree will create more tags
than usually expected, and the high data rates common to Logix I/O will place a heavy load on the OPC
subscription thread. This will show up on the “Threads” section of the Gateway Console webpage.
Users should prune the SQLTags tree of unneeded items after every drag & drop action, and be sure to
update the scan class for any subscription items you keep. Generally, you would want to keep any items
that you want to use as tag event triggers, and any items you will be passing to client displays. Items
that would only be used within scripts using system.tag.read*() should instead use system.opc.read*().
Unlike a conventional OPC driver, this driver produces no actual network traffic with
system.opc.read*().
Scanner Connection Errors
There are numerous possible reasons for a Scanner or Consumed tag connection failure. This module
provides status information on each connection under the Scanner Manager object for the virtual device.
Scanner Manager instances are numbered from 1-n for each I/O scanner connection, in the order defined
in the running XML configuration, and for consumed tags with the tag instance number plus 1,000,000.
The Tag Instances are visible by number under the Logix Symbol Manager object.
Entry Status is the primary indicator from the Scanner Manager for what its state machine is doing. This
is generally patterned after the corresponding Logix GSV instruction module data. Some hexadecimal
codes for aborted connections can occur blended together, shown below with ‘?’ wildcards.
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EntryStatus
Decimal
0
varies
varies
varies
varies
varies
varies
varies
5376
5889
5890
8192
12288
16384
24576
28672

EntryStatus
Hexadecimal
0x0000
0x10?1
0x14?1
0x10?2
0x14?2
0x10?3
0x14?3
0x101?
0x141?
0x102?
0x142?
0x103?
0x143?
0x14??
0x1500
0x1701
0x1702
0x2000
0x3000
0x4000
0x6000
0x7000

Description, Possible Solutions
Idle. Should be a transient status.
Connection aborted. Input Tag error. FaultCode and FaultInformation may have additional detail.
Connection aborted. Input Tag does not support Class 1 connections
Connection aborted. Input Tag inner element unsupported.
Connection aborted. Output Tag error. FaultCode and FaultInformation may have additional detail.
Connection aborted. Output Tag does not support Class 1 connections. Create an appropriate output tag –
emulated Logix Tags support Class 1 connections.
Connection aborted. Output Tag inner element unsupported. Direct access to tags must point at the first byte.
Connection aborted. Neither Input Tag nor Output Tag configured.
Connection aborted. No route configured.
Explicit Connection Rejection. More information will be in the FaultCode and FaultInformation properties.
Implicit Connection Failure. More information will be in the FaultCode and FaultInformation properties.
Connecting, request preparation.
Connecting, request sent.
Connected. FaultCode and FaultInformation cleared to zero.
Connection Inhibited by attribute #1.
Connection Disabled by operating mode change or missing feature code.

The FaultCode and FaultInformation attributes provide additional information about failures, following
the CIP standard for general status and extended status, respectively. Note that the free packet capture
tool Wireshark will annotate connection failure messages containing these message codes.
Combinations commonly encountered include the following, with solution possibilities to consider:
FaultCode
Dec, Hex
1
1

FaultInformation
Dec, Hex
256, 0x0100
259, 0x0103

1

262, 0x0106

1

264, 0x0108

1

265, 0x0109

1

272, 0x0110

1

273, 0x0111

1

275, 0x0113

1
1
1

276, 0x0114
277, 0x0115
278, 0x0116

1

279, 0x0117

1

280, 0x0118

1

281, 0x0119

1

282, 0x011a

1

293, 0x0125
% = 294,
0x????0126
% = 295,
0x????0127
% = 296,
0x????0128

1
1
1
1

297, 0x0129

1

298, 0x012a

1

299, 0x012b

1

515, 0x0203

Description, Possible Solutions
Connection occupied or duplicate connection attempt. Possible driver memory leak.
Unsupported Class and Trigger combination. Verify EDS file information/compatibility.
Ownership conflict, usually another scanner is controlling outputs or has the primary connection to
inputs.
Unsupported connection parameter, generic. Verify EDS file information/compatibility.
Unsupported connection size, generic. Check input tag size, output tag size, and size limit overrides to
ensure they match the EDS file’s assembly sizes.
Missing required configuration data block. Either a static data segment must be used in the application
path, or a configuration tag set up, or both.
Unsupported Requested Packet Interval, generic. Verify that RPIs are entered in microseconds in the
configuration and fit the EDS file limits.
Out of connection resources. Can be any device along the route, not just the target. Examine a packet
trace to pinpoint the offending device. Reduce network load at that point.
Unsupported Electronic Key, Vendor or Product Code. Check the electronic key requirements.
Unsupported Electronic Key, Device Type. Check the electronic key requirements.
Unsupported Electronic Key, Revision. Check the electronic key requirements.
Invalid input or output application path. Verify EDS file information. Possibly examine packet captures
from working scanners.
Invalid configuration application path. Verify EDS file information. Possibly examine packet captures
from working scanners.
Listen-only connection not possible without other owner. Establish a primary connection before a listenonly connection.
Out of connection resources at the target application (not the connection manager). Examine device
documentation for load reduction possibilities.
Unsupported redundant owner request.
Invalid configuration size. Upper half of FaultInformation indicates the largest configuration size
allowed, in # of 16-bit words.
Invalid output size. Upper half of FaultInformation indicates the largest output size allowed, in # of
bytes.
Invalid input size. Upper half of FaultInformation indicates the largest input size allowed, in # of bytes.
Invalid configuration application path. Verify EDS file information. Possibly examine packet captures
from working scanners.
Invalid output application path. Verify EDS file information. Possibly examine packet captures from
working scanners.
Invalid input application path. Verify EDS file information. Possibly examine packet captures from
working scanners.
Connection Timed Out. Verify UDP network packets can pass in both directions.
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FaultCode
Dec, Hex
1
1
1
1
1
1

FaultInformation
Dec, Hex
516, 0x0204
769, 0x0301
785, 0x0311
786, 0x0312
789, 0x0315
796, 0x031c

9

N

12, 0x0c
16, 0x10
255, 0xff

any
any
any

Description, Possible Solutions
Unconnected Message Timed Out. Verify TCP network packets can pass in both directions.
Target Device Out of Buffer Memory. Reduce the network load on the device.
Invalid/Unavailable Port in Route. Verify the route path to the target device.
Invalid/Unavailable Address in Route. Verify the route path to the target device.
Invalid Segment in Route. Verify the route path to the target device.
Miscellaneous Failure. Refer to target device documentation for possible causes.
Data Segment content error. Configuration rejected due to invalid value in 16-bit word #N (zero-based)
of the data segment.
Target application object state error. Refer to target device documentation for possible causes.
Target device state error. Refer to target device documentation for possible causes.
General failure. Refer to target device documentation for possible causes.

